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Abstract. The multi-way join operator serves a wide range of data- 
streaming applications. In this paper: we introduce the SNJoin (or 
Sensor-Network Join) operator that is specially designed for dynamically- 
configured large-scale sensor networks. SNJoin is a multi-way join oper- 
ator that scales with respect to the number of data-streaming sources 
without compromising the output rate. Moreover: in a sensor field with 
hundreds or thousands of sensors. every single sensor does not have to 
participate in the join. Insteatl: bundles of sensors that experience the 
same environmental condit,ions may join with each other. The SNJoin 
operator joins sensor data partially and updates its result \vith the ar- 
rival of new joining tuples. \We introduce the SNJoin* operator as the 
distributed variation of the SNJoin operator. The ultimate goal of the 
SNJoin* operator is to shift the join query processing from the cen- 
tralized data stream management system (DSMS) to the sensor-network 
level. To avoid unnecessary communication cost, the SNJoin* operator 
accepts relevance feedback to tune query processing to\vards sensors that 
show similar behavior. The relevance feedback is computed based on the 
join output to  guide the join probing sequence to sensors that are more 
likely to  join. Experiment.al studies illustrate the performance gains of 
the proposed multi-way join operators. 
1 Introduction 
With the  evolution of data. stream processing, the  join opera.tion conserves its 
importance and wide applicability t o  data-streaming a,pplications, e.g., [7-9, 
11; 151. Multi-way join extends binary join by handling illultiple input sources. 
Sensor networks are major input sources of inultiple da,ta strea.ins and,  t'herefore, 
sensor-network da,ta.bases experience la,rge popularity of multi-\va.y join queries. 
I11 [ I :  21, multi-way join queries are used t o  detect. and tra.ck the  propagation 
of va,rious phenomena, t h a t  st,rike a sensor field. Other applications of inulti- 
way join in sensor networks are object tracking, surveillance, and environnleiltal 
inonit~oriilg [8,21; 201. 
A multi-xiray join over data streams call be perforined using trees of non- 
blocking binary joins (e.g.; symmetr ic  h,ash join [17] or xjoin. 1151). This technique 
performs the mult,i-way join in multiple steps and inay incur several delays. 
Also, the  output  ra te  of binary-join trees is sensitive t o  the  join order. For this 
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reason: bina.ry-join tress a.re usually equipped with a dynamic scheme for tree 
reorganization at  execution tiine (e.g., see [4]). To overcome the sl~ortcoinings of 
binary-join trees: the work in [16] introduces the MJoin. operator, a sin.gle-step 
multi-way join operator that is syminebric with respect to  all input streams. 
Hence, MJoin. produces early output, maxiinizes the output rate, and avoids 
reorganization of the query plan a.t execution tiine. 
Although A4Join seems to be satisfactory for a inoderate nuillber of data 
streams, the multi-way join operation over sensor neta;orks has the following 
four challenges. (1) The scalability challenge: Seilsor net~vorks are typically de- 
ployed in a large scale wit11 hundreds or thousailds of sensors. (2) The dynam.ic- 
configuration. challenge: Sensors can be added and removed from the sensor field 
dyna,mically based on the net~vork conditions, the sensors' life time, and the 
availability of additional sensors. (3) The variable-arity challenge: It may be 
prohibitive a.nd n~eaningless to  include all the seilsors in the join. Usually, the 
sensor field spans a wide area such that only subsets of sensors tha.t are ex- 
posed to the same em~ironmental conditions are eligible to join wit11 each other. 
This behavior results in a variable-arit); output join tuple. (4) The distributed- 
execution challenge: The join operation should be perforined in a distributed 
fa.shion where seilsor readings join xvith each other on their rout'e to  the desti- 
nation data strean1 mallageinent system (DSMS)  taking into coilsideration the 
number of tra.ilsinitt,ed messages. The number of transinitted messages has an 
impact on t,he limited power capabilities of the network. 
I11 this paper, me address the distributed executioil of the con~tinuous multi- 
way win.dow join. query over dynamically-configured larqe-scale seilsor networks. 
As \ve proceed t,llroughout t,he sections of this paper, we enhance the join al- 
gorithnl to  address the four previously reported challenges. one at  a time. The 
- contributions of this paper call be summa.rized as follows: 
1. In Section 2: we handle the sca.lability challenge by introducing the SNJoin 
operator that scales with respect to the nuinber of input sources. 
2. In Section 3: we tune SNJoin to  deal with the dynam,ic-configuration chal- 
lenge of sensor networks. Then, we formalize the concept of variable-arity 
multi-way join in large-scale seilsor networks and adopt this formalization in 
the context of the SNJoin. operator (the variable-arity challenge). 
3. In Section 4, we introduce the notion of strea.in query processiilg with rele- 
van.ce feedback to focus the join operation a,inong seilsors that show siini1a.r 
behavior. The notioil of streain query processing with relevan.ce feedback a.d- 
dresses the variable-arity cl~allenge. 
4. In Section 5, we address the distributed-execution. challeilge. We shift the 
join query processing from the centralized DSMS to  the sensor-network level 
through the SNJoin." distributed operator. 
5. In Section 6, we give a inathema.tica1 analysis of the proposed SNJoin and 
SNJoin* operators. In Section 7, we evaluate the proposed join operators, 
iinpleineilted inside Nile 1141. I11 tenns of output rate! perforinance results 
show that the SNJoin. operator is better than binary join trees by up to 
150% and is better than hJJoin by up to 60%. Also, query processing with 
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Fig. 1. The structure of the SNJoin hash table. 
relevance feedback increases the output rate of SNJoin* by up to 90% and 
reduces the coinilll~nication by up to  75%.. 
2 SNJoin 
I11 this section, we introduce the SNJoin operator that  performs a complete inulti- 
way join a.mong a. set of streams over a sliding window (as given by Definition 1). 
Upon the arrival of a new tuple: say t*, from strean1 S: t* joins with tuples that have 
the saine value from all streams (except. its own stream 2) provided bhat they 
are within an w time-window froin each other. The multi-way join is complete in 
the sense that every streaming source participates in each output tuple. If a join 
value is illissing in one stream, the output tuple is discarded. This is in contrast 
to variable-arity multi-way join described in Section 3. Definition 1 is given in 
t.erins of a sliding t2m.e-win.dow. However, the generalization to  a sliding tuple- 
window is straightforward. Also, we define a single window w for all streams: 
then: we generalize to multiple ~vindo~vs in Section 2.4. 
Definition 1. Given m input streams, S1, S2, . . . ; Sm : each stream Si generates tuples 
of the form ( t i ;  [Si:ri]) (where t ,  is the tuple value that is produced by stream Si at 
lime 7.i). For a newly arriving tuple ( t ^ :  [s: ?I); a complete multi-way join over window 
LZ produces an output 0={ (1̂ : ( T I , T ~ ,  . . . +: . . . : rm])  such that ti =t^ and 1-i - ri I 5 w 
V i =  l . . nz ,  S, # S } .  
Hash-based join techniques maintain a hash table per stream. A new input 
tuple is inserted, based on a hash function: into its own stream's hash table and 
probes other streams' hash tables looking for matches. With the increase in the 
number of streaming sources: managing a large nunlber of hash tables becomes 
costly. To avoid a lengthy join probing sequence, SNJoin proposes a single global 
hash table where all incomiilg tuples are hashed and are inserted regardless of 
their streaming sources. Grouping tuples of the same value from various streams 
in the same pa.rtition of a hash table prepares output candidates for the join 
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INPUT: (1) a new  input  tuple (i:[S. +])  and ( 2 )  an  S N J o i n  hash table 
OUTPUT: ( I )  a n  updated S N J o i n  hash table and ( 2 )  the  jozn output  produced by tuple i 
1. TVLEntry=TVL[(H( i ) ] .Search( i )  
2. ~ ~ ~ ~ n t r - g = ~ ~ ~ ~ n t r - g . v o l - p t r . ~ n s e r t ( ~ :  i )  
3. T V L E n t r y .  update-count-summary(s):  
4 .  CSL.Append(V0LEntr-g)  
5 .  zf TVLEnt ry .+(c l .  c?. . . . . c,,,) = m begin 
temp=TVLEntry.uol-ptr.first: 
while( temp#NULL and i - ten2p.r 5 w) begin 




6. Traverse C S L  t o  delete ezpired tuples and update associated count summar ie s  
Fig. 2. The SNJoin a.lgorithm. 
2.1 D a t a  s t r u c t u r e  
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the SNJoin hash table. The hash table is 
divided into partitions b a e d  on a suitable hash function H. I11 each partition, 
all tuple values that  appea,r in the current window w are chained in a. tuple-value 
list (TVL), one entry per value. An entry in TVL is of the form: 
1. t: the tuple value. Notice that a single entry is created per value even if t 
appears inultiple times, whether in a single stream or in inultiple streams. 
2. VOL - ptr: a pointer to the Value-0ccurren.ce List (or VOL). VOL records 
every occurrence of the value t .  An entry in VOL contains the follouring: 
(a) S: a.n ident'ifier of the stream that  produced the value t .  
(b) T: the tiinestainp at  which t is produced. 
VOL is reverse-ordered based on the tuple's timestamp. A newly-incoming 
tuple is appended at the head of VOL. 
3. $(cl! ca, . . . , c,,) -+ x711 (miiz(1; ci)) (where ci counts the nuinber of occur- 
rences o f t  in strean1 Si over the last urindow w):  a count-suinmarj~ functioil 
that keeps track of the tuple count in each stream and returns the nuinber 
of streams that has the tuple t in the most recent window w. 
Finally, every single occurrence of a tuple (t ,[S; T]) is chained chronologically. 
i.e.. based on their timestamps, in a global Clean.-Sweep List (or CSL)). CSL 
spans all partitions of the hash table to  link all tuple occurrences from all streams 
with the oldest being a t  the head of the list. The purpose of CSL is to expire 
old tuples once they get outside the sliding window w. 
2.2 C o m p l e t e  join a l g o r i t h m  
The SNJoin algorithm is given in Figure 2. With the a.rriva.1 of a new tuple t^ from 
stream s at tiinestarnp i :  the hash function H is applied over t^ to  deternline the 
partition where the tuple should go. Then: the partition's tuple value list (TVL) 
is searched to  return a. handle to  the tuple's ent,ry in TVL, if the tuple is found. 
Otherwise, a new entry in TVL is created (Step 1). The tuple's stream (3) and 
L(s. fJ) )
1) ) i tput. ced t
. (H(t)j.Search(t)
. VOLE try=TVLEntry.vol-ptr Insert.(S , f)
. try. U t-summary(S);
. OLEntry
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the tuple's tiinestainp ( i )  are inserted at the head of the value occurrence list 
(VOL) of TVLEn.try to denote a new occurreilce of that value (Step 2). Step 3 
increinents the counter of the stream that genera.t.ed the tuple by one. In case 
the couilter increases fi.0111 zero to one, the fuilction $ iilcrements the number 
of streains that contribut,e to producing the tuple by one. Step 4 appends the 
tuple's occurrence to the clean-sweep list (CSL) that maintains all tuples based 
on their arriva.1 order for later clean-up purposes. Step 5 checks whether the tuple 
appears in all streams by investigating the count-summary fuilction ($). If the 
tuple appears in all streams: a complete ~nulti-way join operation is started by 
traversing the value occurrence list (vOL(~!)) to form the output from the value 
occurrences in other streams (i.e.: 3 # temp.S). Also, the condition (S # ten2p.S) 
ensures t,hat no duplicate tuples are generated because all the output tuples 
are formed by appending the newly-arrived value i! t,o the cartesian product of 
other streams' qua.li@ing tuples. We traverse VOL until we reach its end or 
until we reach a. tuple that is far in the past by inore than the window size, 
i.e.: i - teii2p.7 > W .  Notice that the count-summary function avoids generating 
partial results. If a tuple does not appear in all data strea,n~s (I/ < in), no further 
processing is pursued for t,he join operation. Also, the count summaries give a 
hint. about the output size which is expected to be the product of the counters 
of all streams other than s (i.e., nzn=, ci). 
i.d.$ 
Finally, in Step 6: me traverse the clean. sweep list (CSL) to delete any tu- 
ple with a tiinestainp that is outside the most recent sliding time-window, i.e., 
Current time - CSL.7 > (I: + E,  where E is an error factor that accommodates 
late tuple arrivals. E rel~resents the maximum delay in the tuple's arrival time to 
avoid expiring tuples that may join with late tuples. When a. tuple is deleted, its 
associated counter is decreased by one. Consequent,ly, if a. counter reaches zero, 
the value of the count-summary functioil ($J) is decremeilted by one to indicate 
that one more stream no longer participates in the join. Although we choose 
to perform the clean-sweep step (Step 6) with the arrival of every tuple, the 
clean-sweep st'ep can be performed periodically or in a la,zy fashion when there 
is plenty of system resources. 
In addition to haildling late tuple arrivals (by iiltroduciilg E): SNJoin is in- 
sensitive to out-of-order arrivals provided that we keep the value occurrence list 
(VOL) sorted by timestamps. We insert a delayed tuple in its proper position in 
VOL. Although the join output will be delayed by the maximum amount of delay 
in the coinponents of the join output tuple, the output remains unchanged. On 
the other hand, the clean,-sweep list (CSL) does not have to be kept sorted by 
timestamps. However, the expiration of a delayed tuple will be delayed because 
CSL is sorted based on the tuple's arrival time at the system. A delayed tuple 
will not be deleted unless all tuples that came before it are deleted. As a side 
effect, system resources will be slightly affected because delayed tuples occupy 
the system's memory for a. longer period of time than they should do. For other 
t,echniques that handle out-of-order tuples, the reader is referred to [14]. 
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2.3 Disk suppor t  for m e m o r y  overflow 
In response to fluctuations in the arrival rates of data streams, a DSMS ex- 
periences variable system loads. At high-1oa.d periods, some input tuples are 
dropped from the input buffers of the join operator due to meinory and CPU 
const,raints. On the other ha.nd: a t  periods of low system load, the join operator 
inay be blocking waiting for the arrival of new tuples. To make up for memory 
coilstraints and to increase the join output ra.te, xjoin [15] flushes pa.rtitions of 
the hash ta,bles t,o disk at periods of high system load and joins these part,itions 
later, i.e., a t  periods of low system load. A4Join [16] proposes a coordinated mem- 
ory flushing policy that coordinates the tuple flushing across all hash tables. If 
tuples a.re flushed from partition Pi of one stream, the same partition (Pi) must. 
be flushed from all other streams before another partition Pj is to be flushed. 
This approach increases the output rate by allowing tuples with the same values 
to be either left together in meinory or flushed together to disk. 
SNJoin utilizes one global has11 table where tuples from all streams are hashed 
based on their values. A partition of t'he SNJoin hash table accominodates sets of 
tuples that have the saine values, yet coiniilg from different streaming sources. As 
a result, flushing a partition from the global hash table is a coordinated flushing 
by default where tuples of t,he saine values are moved together to disk. SNJoin 
achieves a coordinated flushing without. incurring any a.dditiona1 coordinatioil 
cost,. Although sensors are devices that have 110 disk in general, we investigate the 
disk support for the completeness of the algorithm a,nd for coinparisoil purposes 
with MJoin if both algorithms are applied in a centralized DSMS. 
2.4 Suppor t  for mult iple  window sizes 
I11 the SNJoin. algorithm presented in Figure 2: we assume that the join operation 
is performed over a. sliding window w such that ic! is fixed for all streams. However, 
many applicatioils require a. different wiildow size for each group of strea.ms or 
a. different window size for each individual st,ream (i.e., wi is the corresponding 
sliding window over stream Si). To support multiple window sizes, we define 
two variables wmin=A.IINi(wi) and w,,,=AdAXi(wi). First, we set w to w,,in 
and traverse the value occurren.ce list as in Figure 2. Second, we extend ic! to 
w,,, a.nd continue to traverse the value occurren.ce list. However, in the secoild 
step, we filter ea.ch tuple ba.sed on its tinlestainp to ensure that it falls withill 
its specified time frame (i.e., .i - teinp.7 < w~,, , ,~) .  Although SNJoin handles 
inultiple window sizes, it turns out to do a lot of work filtering tuples out. if  the 
gap between wmin and w,, gets large. 
3 Variable-arity Multi-way Join 
For large-scale seilsor networks, a complete multi-way join among hundreds or 
thousands of sensors may result in no output tuples at all. A seilsor net,work 
that spans a large a.rea usually experiences variable coilditions from one region 
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to another. Hardly all sensors will produce the same readings within the fra.ine 
of a time-window. Moreover; it makes more sense to join seilsors that show 
similar behavior even if this behavior does not span the whole sensor-network 
field. For exa.mple, a fire would trigger only a, subset of heat sensors in the field 
that are exposed to an increasing temperature. Similarly, a gas leakage out of 
a container stimulates only close-by sensors to report the leaking gas. These 
applications require an immediate action once a join is detected among any 
number of sensors. Later on; the join output may be updated and amended with 
new joining sensors as time proceeds. For example, the first few seconds a gas 
leaks out of a container, there may be only two sensors reading that gas value. 
After a while, a third sensor will join the two sensors in reporting the same 
gas value. More and more sensors will be iilvolved in the join as the gas cloud 
propagates in the field. Similarly, other sensors may stop joining as the gas cloud 
moves away from their regions. 
An appropriate join strategy for large-scale seilsor networks would be a. 
variable-arity multi-way join that allows subsets of sensors join. Then, other 
sensors can be included or excluded from the join with the arrival of new tuples 
into the system. The variable-arity multi-way join definition is given in Defi- 
nition 2. Notice that the variable-arity join operatioil produces a va.riable-size 
tuple that contains the arriving tuple value: its stream, its timestamp, and a. 
list of all streams that produce the same tuple value along with their associated 
timestamp in no specific order. The size of the output tuple depends on the 
number of joining streams. The list of joining sensors is expressed as pairs of ( S ,  
7) because this list is usually sparse. Only few sensors will be included in the 
joining list compared to the tot,al number of sensors in the network. The total 
number of output tuples equals nzn=, max(1,  q), which means that streanls that 
i# S 
do not generate the tuple t̂  (i.e., ci = 0) do not affect the total number of output 
tuples. 
Definition 2. Given m input streams, SI, Sz, . . . , S,, each stream Si generates tuples 
of the form (ti,  [Si:ri]) (where t i  i s  the tuple value that is produced by stream S, at t ime 
7%). For a newly arriving tuple (i. [s: i]), a variable-arity multi-way join over window 
w produces a n  output O={(t^. [s. i]; [So,: rO,]; [So2, ro2], ...): where So, i s  one of 
the joining streams such that to ,  =t^ and I-? - roi I < W :  oi E 1 . .m. So; f S, So; f So 
' d i f j  }. 
Notice that the variable-arity join is different from the outer join both at the 
conceptual and the iinpleinentatioil levels. At the conceptual level, variable-arity 
join omits streams that do not participate in the join to  produce a variable-size 
tuple. Outer join produces a fixed-size tuple with NULL values in lieu of inissing 
streams. At the implementation level. variable-arity join touches only streams 
that participate in the join. However. outer join probes every stream to check 
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3.1 Variable-arity join algorithm 
One naive approach to turn a complete join algorithm into a variable-am'ty join 
algorithm is straightforward. If the joining tuple is missing in one of the stream 
hash tables, we ignore this stream and continue to  join remaiiliilg streams. This 
approach applies to  both trees of binary joins and MJoin.. In a tree of binary 
joins, we propagate partial results up the tree even if no match is found at  some 
steps. In MJoin., the join probing sequence spans all hash tables looking for 
matching values regardless of their existence in some tables. major problem 
with this approach is that we achieve no performance benefits.Although this 
approach conceptually produces a variable-arity join, it is as costly as an outer 
join. All streams have to be probed anyway even if only a subset of the streams 
are to  join. 
Although SNJoin  handles conlplete multi-way join efficiently: SNJoin  is spe- 
cially designed to  perform a variable-arity multi-way join in 1a.rge-scale sensor 
networks. Only one hash table is probed to  retrieve all t,he tuples that join re- 
gardless of their geileratiilg stream. The varia.ble-arit,y SNJoin  algorithm is a. 
down-sized version of t,lle complete SNJoin. described in Figure 2. In variable- 
arity SNJoin,, inaintaining count-summaries is useless bemuse the join will be 
performed regardless of t,he number of streams that generate the tuple. Con- 
sequently: Step 3 and the first if statemen,t in Step 5 a.re removed to  yield the 
SNJoin  algorithm to variable-arity join query processing. 
Variable-arity SNJoin. has two major advantages. First, it scales to networks 
with large number of seilsors because it avoids unilecessary probes. Tuples that 
contribute to t.he output are the oilly tuples to be considered. Other techniques 
probe many st.reams that produce no output. Second, mriable-arity SNJoin  does 
not suffer from the dynamic configuration of sensor networks bemuse all sensor 
readings are hashed to the same global table. Binary-join trees require reorga- 
nization of the join tree. Also, MJoin requires considering the change in the 
number of hash tables in the join probing sequence of incoming tuples. 
4 Query Processing with Relevance Feedback 
In this section: we take our first step to  shift the join operation froin the cen- 
tralized DSMS to the sensor-network level. We introduce the coilcept of query 
processiilg with relevance feedback as a building block of the distributed SNJoin,* 
algorithm. A major challenge in variable-arity multi-way join queries comes from 
the fact that only a sinall ilumber of sensors, compared to the thousands of sen- 
sors in the network, join with each other. The problem becomes inore challenging 
in a distributed eilrrironinent where a probe between two sensors requires a sig- 
nificant communicatioil cost. The objective of query processing with relevance 
feedback is to guide the join operation to  process only relevant sensors, i.e., sen- 
sors that generate the same values. With the arrival of a new tuple t^ a t  sensor 
S i :  a join probing sequence has to be determined. Each sensor along the probing 
sequence perforins the join operation over its data: then ships the result to the 
next sensor in the probing sequence until the join result is received at  the DSMS. 
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The DSMS performs any remaining query processing and forwards the result to 
the client. Based on the final query output, the DSMS decides how much each 
seilsor contributes to the output, i.e., how much each sensor along the probing 
sequence is relevant to the output. In the query processing with relevance feed- 
back paradigm, the DSMS forms a feedback array [wl: u12, . . . , wk] (where k is 
the arity of the join output tuples) to represent the contribution weight of each 
sensor in the output and sends it back to the sensor that initiated the probing 
sequence. For simplicity, let wi be the percentage of the output tuples in which 
sensor Si appears. Each sensor maintains a Relevance Feedback Matrix (RFBM) 
to record the relevance of each sensor to its own input tuples.The RFBM is used 
to guide future probing sequences. The RFBM is defined as follows: 
Definition 3. Given a hash function H ( O  + [h,: h z :  . . . , h,] and given m data 
streams S1:  S2> . . . , S,, a Relevance Feedback h4atrix (RFBhil) i s  a two dimensional 
matr ix  (n x m) such that R F B M [ H ( Q , S ~ ]  represents the relevance of stream Si to the 
join probing sequence of tuple t^. 
Using RFBM, the join probing sequence for an input tuple t̂  is formed such 
that the probability of including a sensor in the probing sequence is proportioilal 
to its relevance to i!. The relevance probing sequence is defined as follows: 
Definition 4. Given m data streams S1 : SZ.  . . . , S,,, and given a n  input  tuple t^, the 
Relevance Probing Sequence (RPS) of i i s  a sequence of data streams Sol ; So,: . . . : 
R F B A . I I H ( ~ ) : S ~  So, such that k 5 m and the probability Pr{Si E R.PS}==? RFBA.I ,H( i l !S i l .  
z = 1  
The RFBM entries are initially set to a base value (e.g., 50% to denote 
that each stream has an equal probability of being included/ excluded from the 
probing sequence). Then. the entries of the RFBM change dynamically with the 
arrival of relevance feedback from the DSMS based on the following equation: 
RFBM[H(~), s,] = RFBI~I[H(O. s,] - xi;! 7cJ + wt 
The above equation indicates that the RFBM is affected by the weight of 
a sensor in the output (w,) relative to the average weights of all sensors in the 
output (':; w3 ). Notice that as sensors contribute to the output, they gradually 
get a higher probability to be included in the probing sequence of the values they 
generate. Similarly, if sensors do not participate in the join output they gradually 
lose their good reputation and are excluded fro111 the probing sequence. 
5 SNJoin* 
Up to this point, SNJoin is presented to meet the demands of the multi-way 
join operation over large-scale dynamically configured sensor networks. How- 
ever, SNJoin is a centralized join algorithm that requires all sensors to transinit 
their data to a centralized DSMS. Hence, bottlenecks show up at the DSMS, 
specially, with the increase in the network size. Scalable query processing over 
sensor networks requires the en-route processing of sensor readings while they 
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include [6,13,18]. In this section: we present the distributed variatioil of the 
algorithm, SNJoin*, that shifts the query processing of the join operation fro111 
the centralized DSMS to the sensor-network level. 
To reduce the communication cost among sensors, several techniques have 
been proposed to configure the network topology dynamically. e.g., 13.5; 191. 
These techniques involve message exchange aillong sensors to acquire knowledge 
about their locations and energy levels. Based on the acquired knowledge. sensors 
are grouped into clusters. Within the inembers of each cluster, a specific node. 
usually with a higher energy level, is designated to  serve as the cluster h,ea.d. The 
cluster head receives the readings of all sensors in its cluster and forwards these 
readings to the centralized DSA4S: possibly through a multi-hop route. Cluster 
heads coininunicate with each other to  achieve a distributed execution of various 
queries over the sensor network. Notice that cluster heads may be recursively 
clustered into head clusters to form a hierarchy of clusters such that each sensor 
node comillunicates with its head until its reading is received by the centralized 
DSMS. For the sake of simplicity, we assume one level of clusters where cluster 
heads can communicate with each other. 
SNJoin.* divides the multi-way join operation that is performed over the 
entire sensor network into multiple multi-way join operations that are performed 
sepa.rately over each cluster a t  the cluster head. Then: each cluster head chooses a 
cluster-h,ea.d probing sequence to probe other cluster heads looking for matches. 
Ideally speaking, the cluster-head probing sequence spans all cluster heads in 
the network to  produce as much output results as possible. However, due to  the 
large size of the network and its associated communication cost, it is practical to  
probe only clusters where it is more likely to find matches. This selective probing 
reduces both the processing cost and the communicati~n cost a t  the price of 
losing some of the streams that could have participated in the join if they were 
included in the probing sequence. The coilcept of relevance feedback presented 
in Section 4 claims the responsibility of choosing an appropriate cluster-11ea.d 
probing sequence. In SNJoin*, the relevance feedback is applied at the level of 
cluster heads not at the level of individual nodes. 
Figure 3 gives the SNJoin* algorithm. A cluster head receives an input tuple 
from one of its cluster members, a probing request from another cluster head, or a 
relevance feedback from the DSMS. The algorithm handles each case separately. 
Upon receiving a new input tuple, the SNJozn.* algorithm probes the cluster 
head's local hash table to  retrieve a local join result ( r )  (Step 1). The cluster 
head decides a probing sequence that spans other cluster heads based on its 
local relevance feedback matrix (RFBM) (Step 2). The cluster head sets a La.st- 
Processed-Tuple mark over tuple t̂  to denote the last processed tuple (Step 3). 
This mark is used for processing the probing requests of other cluster heads as 
explained later in this section. The cluster head sets the sequence number to  
zero (SeqNo = 0) because the cluster head is the initiator of the join operation 
(Step 4) and prepares a probing sequence to be sent to the next hop (Cluster 
head number SeqNo+ 1). A probing request consists of a sequence number that 
indicates the last cluster head that processed the request (zero in this case); the 




































Upon receiving a new input tuple: 
INPUT: a new input tuple (i.12; i ] ) .  
OUTPUT: the join output produced by tuple i plus a cluster-head probing sequence 
1. r = z n ~ e r t - ~ r o b e ( i , [ ~  i ] )
2. Choose a cluster-head probzng sequence (C,<, C s 2 .  . . . . C,,) 
3. ~ast-processed-~u~le=(i;[~, i ] )  
4 .  SeqNo = 0 
5. Ship To C S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~  : (SeqNo: [i. i ] .  [(C;lrl); (C,q, ;O): . . . . (Csk  .o)]: r )  
Upon receiving a probe request: 
INPUT: a probe request PR:(SeqNo, It̂ . i]; [(C.50: lr,, 1): (C,, . I T , ,  1): . . . . (C,?, .IT,, I)]. R ) .  
OUTPUT: the join output produced by P R  and a an updated PR. 
1. r=probe(t^. i )  i n  [-cc . . Last-Processed- Tuple] 
2. SeqNo = SeqNo + 1 
3. Ship To C S S e q N o + , :  (SeqNo. li: +I; [ ( C s o , l ~ s o l ) :  . . . ;  C ~ S c , , N o . l ~ I ) .  C I S r  ,,+, :O): . - . 
(Csk ,O)lJ Rlr )  
Upon receiving a relevance feedback note: 
INPUT: a relevance feedback note:(i, [(C,<, , w , ~  ): (Cs2 :wS2 ). . . - . (Cpk : ~ L , , C ~  )I). 
OUTPUT: an updated relevance feedback m a t n z .  
for i=l to k 
R F B M [ H ( f ) ,  s , ] = R F B h f [ ~ ( i ) .  s,] -Z:=:'''J + w7 
Fig. 3. The SNJoin* algorithm 
joining tuple i!, a sequence of cluster heads, and the join result ?-. Notice that the 
output size produced by each cluster head is associated with the cluster head 
number to be used in the computation of the relevance feedback. 
Upon receiving a probing request. the cluster head probes its own hash ta- 
ble, accumulates its result to R. increases the probing sequence number. and 
forwards the probing request to the next hop. When a cluster head probes its 
local hash table, it starts from the Last-Processed- Tuple backward to avoid gen- 
erating duplicate tuples. Otherwise, if the entire hash table is probed. the results 
associated with tuples that came after the Last-Processed-Tuple will be dupli- 
cated when they probe the hash tables of the cluster heads. 
Upon receiving a relevance feedback note, the cluster head updates its om711 
relevance feedback matrix (RFBM) accordingly. A relevance feedback note con- 
sists of a tuple (i!) that is being assessed for relevance and a sequence of cluster 
heads along with their relevance weight. 
6 Analysis 
In this section, we analyze the output rate of the SNJozn  operator analytically 
and compare it to the output rate of the MJoin.  The output rate is defined to 
be the number of output tuples divided by the time required to generate these 
tuples [16]. The number of output tuples depends on the input rates and the 
selectivity factors among various input streams regardless of the join technique. 
However, the time required to generate the output tuples is the key factor that 
differentiates among the performance of various join techniques. From now on, 
we focus on the average time required by both MJoin  and SNJozn to generate 
PROCEDURE Distributed-Insert-
Upon receiving a new input tuple:
INPUT: a new input tuple (L{S, f}).
OUTPUT: the joi output produ by tuple i pl s a cluster-he pr i sequence.
1. r=insert-probe(i,fS, f})
2. Choose a cluster-head pro in sequence (Cq , C S2 ' "', C"k)
3. Last-Processed-Tuple=(i,fS, f})
4. SeqNo = °
5. Ship To C'SeqNo+l: (SeqNo, {t, f}, ((C,lrl), (CS1'0), .... (C Sk ,oJ), r)
Upon receiving a probe request:
INPUT: a probe request PR:(SeqNo, [t, f}, {( so,l sll), (CS2 ,lrs2 1 , "', (CSk ,lrSk IJ , ).
OUTPUT: the joi output prod by PR and a an update PRo
1. r=probe(t, f) in {-co· . Last-Processed-Tuple}
2. SeqNo = SeqNo + I
3. Ship To CS eqNo+l: (SeqNo, {i,f}, ((Cso,lrsol), ... , Csse"No,lrl), C SSe '1 iV <> l' ),
(C Sk ,OJ), Rlr)
Upon receiving a relevance fee ack note:
INPUT: a relevance feedback note:(i, {(CS1 ,w"l)' (CS2 ,W'2)' .. , (CSk ,1U.'k )} .
OUTPUT: an update relevance fe atrix.
fo i=1 to k
L~ 1L'
RFBM{H(i), s;}=RFBM{H(i), s;} _ F;. Sj Ws;
Fig. 3. he SNJoin* algorit .
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Fig. 4. Cost estimates of both MJoin and SNJoin. 
the output tuples. For details on how to estimate the number of output tuples: 
the reader is referred to 1161. 
First, we consider the complete multi-way join. The time required to process 
a tuple, say t ,  froin an input stream is the summatioil of the tiines taken to hash 
and insert t into its corresponding hash table, choose a join probing sequence, 
probe other streams' hash tables: and form the output join tuples. Figure 4 
provides estimates of these time components for both MJoin and SNJoin, given 
k input st'reains. The hashing and insertion steps for both MJoin and SNJoin 
are achieved in a coilstant time, i.e., O(1). However, MJoin maintains a 11a.sh 
table per input stream and the join probing sequence is computed by sorting the 
selectivity factors of the other k - 1 hash tables in O((k - l)log(k - 1)). The 
objective of choosing a probing sequence is to retrieve, for each input tuple, a 
join probing sequence h l ;  h2, . . . , hl;-1 such that a1 I a2 5 . . . I al;-1, where 
ai is the selectivity factor of the input tuple in hash table hi. MJoin. probes hash 
table hi and if a nmtch is NOT found (with probability (1 - a i )n7 ,  where ni is 
the number of tuples in hash table hi), the join probing sequence is terminated. 
Otherwise, MJoin, proceeds to probe the next hash table hi+l (with probability 
1 - (1 - ai.)ni ). The probability that a probe will reach hash table h j  equals 
n:~: 1 - (1 - ai)lZf. The best case is to probe the first ta.ble only and the worst 
ca,se is to probe all hash tables. The expected ilunlber of probed tables equals 
1 + (1 - (1 - 01)"') +. . . + nfz; (1 - (1 - ai)"%). In contrast, SNJoin. has only one 
g1oba.l hash table and has no associated cost for deciding a probing sequence. 
With each probe, MJoin produces partial results. By probing hash t,a.ble hj ,  
t,he size of the partial result is the size of the cartesian product of all hash tables 
up to hj  multiplied by their selectivity factors, i.e., n:=, aini. These partial 
results are lost if the probing sequence terminates a t  this level. The cost of 
forming the output tuples equals the summation of all these partial results up to 
level k- 1 (the last table to be probed); i.e. a l n l  +a102n1122+. . .+nfi; gini. AS 
for SNJoin, no partial results are produced. Instead, the count-summary function 
1C, is checked and the result is produced if and only if there is a match in every 
hash tables. The cost of the final result is the cartesian product of all input 
streams multiplied by their selectivity factors, i.e., nfz; aini.  Figure 4 shows 
a noticea.ble reductioil in the complexity of complete SNJoin. over MJoin. A 
verificatioil of the conlplexity analysis is provided in the experimeilts (Section 7). 
For the variable-arity multi-way join opera,tion, the hash and insert time 
coinpoilents remain uncha.nged for both MJoin and SNJoin. However, MJoin. 
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keeps probing all hash tables looking for matches even if the tuple value is 
missing in one of the hash tables. As a result, the ch,oose cost vanishes a.nd 
the probing cost increases to O(k) where all hash ta.bles are probed. SNJoin 
probes one table anyway and, hence, the probing cost reina.ins O(1) in all cases. 
The tuple formation cost remains unchanged for both MJoin and SNJoin, with 
the exception that oi is never zero. At least one tuple from each input stream 
participates in the join (i.e., the NULL tuple). In this case: oi = contributing 
to  the join output with a total of oini = 1 tuple (the NULL tuple). 
SNJoin.* performs multi-way join over D clusters of input streams. On the 
average, each cluster contains 5 streams. Figure 4 summarizes the cost estimates 
of SNJoin* where Si and Ni are the average selectivity factor and the total 
number of tuples in cluster i ,  respectively. A stream tuple is hashed and is 
inserted into the hash table of its corresponding cluster in O(1). SNJoin,*eildures 
two costs: the cost of probing the hash table of tuple's cluster and the cost of 
probing other clusters' hash tables. The cost of probing its own cluster's hash 
table is the same as the cost of SNJoin, but with a total iluinber of streaills that 
is equal to  $ instead of k. The cost of probing other clusters' hash tables is the 
same as the cost of the MJoin but with a total nuinber of hash tables that is 
equal to  D instead of k. 
7 Experiments 
In this section, we conduct an experimental study to explore the performance of 
the proposed SNJoin and SNJoin* operators. Three sets of experiinents are per- 
formed. The first set of experiinents (Section 7.1) investigates the performance 
of the complete multi-way join, -as presented in Section 2. The second set of 
experiments (Section 7.2) addresses the variable-arity multi-way join support, 
as presented in Section 3, and examiiles the dynamic recoilfiguration of sensor 
networks. The third set of experimeilts (Section 7.3) highlights the a.dvantages 
of query processing with relevance feedback and investigates the perfornlance of 
SNJoin*, as presented in Section 5. In Sections 7.1 and 7.2 : we compare the 
performance of the following three techniques: 
1. XJoin tree; where the multi-way join is achieved through a binary tree of 
xjoin operators with disk support for memory overflow. 
2. MJoin, where the multi-way join is performed using the single-step symmet- 
ric MJoin operator with a coordinated m.emoy flushing policy as described 
in [16]. 
3. SNJoin., where the multi-way join is performed as described in this paper. 
In Section 7.3, we compare the performance of SNJoin* with a distributed vari- 
a.tion of MJoin. The output rate, measured in terms of the nuinber of output 
tuples per second, is the major measure of performance. Other measures of per- 
formance include the output delay and the in.put drop rate. The out,put delay is 
the time difference between the arrival of a tuple and the tiine its effect appears 
in the output. Due to  the system's limited CPU tiine and the coiltinuous ar- 
rival of stream data,  some input tuples are dropped randomly from the systenl's 
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Fig. 5. Performance of complete multi-way join. 
buffers to accoilli~lodate new tuples (i.e., random load shedding). In all experi- 
ment ,~  (except the experiment that deals with disk support for memory overflow 
in Section 7.1); are assume that tuple dropping occur due to  limited CPU time 
not due to limited memory. We allocate enough memory to accommodate all 
tuples in t'he sliding window. l i e  measure the number of dropped input tuples 
relative to the total number of input tuples a.s the input drop rate. 
Unless ~lle~ltioned otherwise, experimeilts are performed over variable-size 
sets of sinlulated sensors. Each sensor genera.tes a stream of 10,000 tuples where 
t,he tuple values folloiir t,he Zipfian distribution. For each stream, the Zipfian pa- 
rameter is an integer value chosen randomly bet,ween 1 and 5. The interarrival 
time bet,ween tii~o consecutive tuples conliilg from the sanle source follows the ex- 
ponential distributioil. The average interarrival time is an experiment-controlled 
parameter. Mie have two experimental setups that produce similar system load. 
The first setup is directed to complete multi-way join (Section 7.1) and features 
a snlall number of high ra,te sensors (up to 20 sensors with an average inter- 
arrival time of 10 milli-seconds). Notice that conlplete multi-way join tends to 
produce fewer or no results a.s \ire increase the number of sensors. The second 
setup is directed to variable-a.rity multi-wa,y join (Sections 7.2 and 7.3) and uti- 
lizes a. large number of low rate seilsors (up to  2000 sensors with an average 
intera.rriva.1 time of 1 second). This setup sinlulates large-scale sensor networks. 
The join techniques are triggered through a multi-way join query with a sliding 
window of size 1 minute. All the experiments in this section are based on a real 
impleillent.ation of the join operators inside t.he Nile data stream management 
system [lo]. The Nile engine executes on a machine with Intel Pentium IV, CPU 
2.4GHZ and 512h3B RAM running Windows XP. 
7.1 Performance of complete SNJoin 
The performance of the complete multi-way join operation under an xjoin tree, 
MJoin, and complete SNJoin, is given in Figure 5. As illustrated in Figure 5a, 
complete SNJoin. reduces the processing time per input tuple and reduces the 
output delay by up to 38% over MJoin and by up to 18% over the xjoin tree (in 
case of 20 streaming sources). As a result of reducing the per-tuple processing 
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Fig. 6. Performance of variable-arity multi-way join. 
more t'uples (Figure 5b). The output rate of SNJoins is double the output rate 
of xjoin trees and exceeds the output rate of MJoin by up to 45% (Figure 5c). 
To test disk support for meinory overflow, we force some of the tuples to be 
eit,her dropped or spooled to disk by reducing the inail1 memory size that is avail- 
able for the join techniques. l i e  limit the nlain memory to accommodate a.round 
50% of the total number of t'uples that are coming from all streams during the 
one-minute sliding window. l i e  conduct an experiment to test the performance 
of coinplete SNJoin, wit'h and without the disk support. The performance gains 
of the disk support are significant for sillall numbers of streams (up to 58% in- 
crease in output ra.te in case of 2 streams). However, with the increase in the 
iluinber of streams, the disk support tends to be less beneficial. For large number 
of streams, there is hardly enough time to revisit the spooled tuples. In this case, 
spooling incurs a cost that is not justified if spooled tuples are not processed. 
7.2 Performance of variable-arity SNJoin 
Perforinance gains of SNJoin. become more significant under variable-arity multi- 
may join. In contrast to binary join trees and MJoin, variable-arity SNJoin avoids 
unilecessary probes, a.nd therefore, reduces its per-tuple processing time. Figure 6 
illust'rates the efficiency of variable-arit,y SNJoin in terms of the output delay 
and the input drop rate. From the figure, variable-arity SATJoin increases the 
output rate by up to 150% over binary join trees and by up to 60% over MJoin. 
Figure 7 illustrates the output rate of the join techniques under a 
dynamically-configured set of sensors. This experiment studies the behavior of 
t.he centralized variable-arity SNJoin with respect to the dynamic configuration 
of the network in ternls of additions and deletions to the seilsor set. Every minute, 
a number of sensors (randomly chose11 between 1 and 100) is either added or re- 
moved from the seilsor set. Comparing Figure 6c and Figure 7, notice that the 
dyilainic behavior of the network reduces the output rate of xjoin. tree by up to 
50% and reduces the output rate of MJoin. by up to 25%. However, the output 
rate of variable-arity SNJoin, is reduced by only 4% (in case of 2000 sensors). 
7.3 Performance of SNJoin* 
I11 this Section, we study the distributed execution of SNJoin* over clusters of 
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Fig. 9. The effect of relevance feedback on SNJoin*. 
sensors are uniformly distributed in the space. Clusters of sensors are obtained 
using a simulation of the HEED clustering technique [19] with the cluster range 
being set t o  10% of the total sensor space (the number of clusters is decided 
by the algorithm based on the cluster range). For simplicity, \\re const,ruct a 
one-level clustering hiera.rchy where cluster heads can coinmunicate through a 
one-hop conlmunication link. The join operation-is perforined at  cluster heads. 
Cluster heads receive the sensor readings of their cluster members, perform the 
join operation, and con~municate with other cluster heads to  perform remote 
probes. Figure 8 compares the output rate of a distributed variation of the 
MJoin  to  the performance of two variations of the SNJoin*: one with releva,nce 
feedback and the other without relevance feedback. The distributed variation of 
MJoin  is obtained by performing the MJoin, operation among ineillbers of the 
same cluster a t  the cluster head. Then, each cluster head probes other clusters 
in a descending order of the average selectivity of their nlenlbers. From Figure 8, 
notice that query processing with relevance feedback increases the output rate 
of SNJoin  by up to 90% for a sensor network of 2000 sensors. 
Accepting relevance feedback allows the join operation to focus on sensors 
that show similar behavior, and hence, reduces the number of probed streams. 
Consequently, the per-tuple processiilg time and the input drop rate are reduced. 
As a negative effect of relevance feedback, not all cluster heads are probed and, 
consequently, the output join tuple may miss some streams that could otherniise 
participate in the join. This results in a decrease in the width of the output 
tuple. Experimentally, this reduction in the width of the tuple did not exceed 
12% (at  2000 sensors). Figure 9 illustrates the effect of the relevance feedback 
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Fig.lO. Comparison among various multi-way join techniques ( x :  feature not sup- 
ported: ,,/: feature supported, ,,/ ,,/: feature supported and enhanced). 
probed streams, the output delay, the input drop rate, the tuple width, and the 
communication cost. We measure the coinmunication cost in terms of the total 
number of bytes transmitted per second. There is no performance gain in terms 
of communication cost between SNJoin and MJozn because all cluster heads are 
probed anyway. SNJozn * increases the communication cost by one extra message 
per an input tuple. This message is sent from the DSMS to the stream that 
generated the tuple to carry the relevance feedback of other streams to that tuple. 
On the other hand. SNJoin*reduces the communication cost as a consequence of 
reducing the ilunlber of cluster-head probes. The net reduction in communication 
cost is illustrated in Figure 9 where we can notice the correlation between the 
reduction in the number of probes and the reduction in the coinmunication cost. 
8 Related Work 
The multi-way join operation can be achieved through a. tree of binary joins 
(either sym.m,etric hash join [17], xjoin [15]; or hash m.erge join [12]), a single 
MJoin operator [16]: or a single SNJoin operator. Figure 10 provides a com- 
parison anlong various multi-way join techniques based on a. key set of distin- 
guishing features. Trees of binary joins are not scalable due to their multi-step 
non-symmetric processing. For the same reason, trees of binary joins do not allow 
the dynamic configuration of sensor networks (unless query plan reorganization 
is performed). On the other hand, MJoin and SNJoin. are symmetric, scalable, 
and dynamically configurable. Also, the output delay in binary join trees in- 
creases with the increase in the llunlber of tree levels. The single-step processing 
of MJoin and SNJoin results in a lower output delay. I\/Ioreover, SNJoin is spe- 
cially designed for large-scale dynamically-configured sensor networks. Trees of 
binary joins are sensitive to  the variable input rates and require reorganiza- 
tion of the query plan operators (e.g., see [4]) to  increase their output rate. 
XJoin provides disk support to handle memory overflow. Similarly, MJoin and 
SNJoin support memory overflows and enhances the disk support further with 
a coordinated flush.ing policy. Although all techniques can be tweaked to  handle 
variable-arity join processing, they do not make use of partial processing to re- 
duce the processing cost significantly. However, SNJoin supports variable-arity 
multi-way join by design. 
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9 Conclusions and Direct ions for Future Extensions 
In t,his paper, we presented the SNJoin. (or Sensor-Network Join) operator, a 
multi-way join operator for sensor-network databases. To meet the demands 
of sensor networks, SNJoin, is designed to scale with respect to the number of 
sensors in the network without sacrificing the output rate. We introduced the 
notion of query processing with relevan.ce feedback to adjust the join selectivity 
between sensor pairs. SNJoZn.* supports the distributed execution of the multi- 
way join operation with the capability to accept and process relevance feedback. 
Experimental studies that are based on a real implementation inside a pro- 
totype data stream management system shomr the scalability of the SNJoin, op- 
erator. For a sensor network of 2000 sensors, the proposed SNJoin, operator 
increases the output rate by up to 150% over binary join trees and by up to 60% 
over MJoin.. Also, the output rate of SNJoin.* increases by up to 90% with the 
deployment of relevance feedback. 
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